
 
HOW DO I BOOK A WORLD-CLASS BRAVO STAR AT BRAVO STARZ INTERTAINMENT™? 

 

OPTION 1 

Easy, Affordable, Online SELF-SERVICE BOOKING with flat-rate, pay-in-advance pricing: 

● Shows generally do not exceed 30 minutes (except for Virtual Emcee Hosts). 

● If you want to find out more about how things work, you can visit the HIRE STARZ 101 page on our website! If 

you prefer to cut to the chase... 

● TO BOOK just go to our website https://bravostarz.com and click on one of the BOOK NOW (ticket) links on 

our site (top right and footer on desktop version).  

● Once on the booking site, double check your timezone is correct (top right under banner find the little clock 

icon)  

● Select your AUDIENCE TYPE (determines pricing) 

● Select SHOW/SERVICE type (choose READ MORE if you want a description of the show types) 

● Select your PERFORMER (choose READ MORE to see bios and highlight reels for each performer) 

○ Performer bios and reels can also be seen outside of the booking system on our website, HIRE STARZ 

tab under SEE STARZ. (Not all talent has a reel.)  

● Once you’ve selected your performer you can CHOOSE A TIME on their calendar (We do not allow bookings 

inside of 7 days - so if you need someone before that, you will need to call us to set it up)  

● CHECKOUT - Book/Pay no refunds or cancellations (we do allow rescheduling based on talent availability).  

○ Please note, if you select a time and get to checkout, and then go back and change your time slot to a 

different one for any reason - the system will generate a cancellation notice for the previous time 

slot! This is so calendars do not get double-booked. This IS NOT a concern. Just look for the 

confirmation notice of payment and time slot for the correct slot you did choose!  

● Once booked, your performer will be notified and will get in touch with you within 24-hours to set up a 

meeting to discuss your show and will work with you to customize it to your audience!  

● If you have any trouble, call us at (917) 292-4929 

OPTION 2 

We also offer what we call Custom Elite Shows with some of our performers: 

● These shows are longer than 30 minutes, generally more complex in nature and have a higher starting 

price-point.  

● You can see a list of Custom Elite Performers HERE. Some Bravo Starz performers are ONLY available for 

Custom Elite Shows (Our magician is an example). 

● For Custom Elite Shows you will need to contact us directly at (917) 292-4929 - If you get our VM, let us 

know you’re interested in a Custom Elite Show! 

We also have a helpful CLIENT GUIDE ebook, “Best Virtual Event Ever” that can be very helpful for first-timers!  

 

Call or Email us anytime! (917) 292-4929 

PLEASE WHITELIST OUR EMAIL! ceo@bravostarz.com  
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